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London, UK, 2016 – sinnmusik* proudly welcomes back Adrian to their solid roster for
2016. Keeping true to his signature style he serves up four top cuts that light bass-bins and
dance floors on fire. Rounding off a real smasher EP this offering features remixes by
Mexican rising star Sakro (La Vie En Rose / Housewax / Houseworx) and sinnmusik*
mainstay artists Toefflinger, Georgi Barrel and Niclas Kannengiesser (operating on this
remix as Niclas With Attitude).
Listen: https://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik/sets/sm037
Starting with ‘Brokebeat’, a classic old-school vibrant swing builds in momentum as sharp,
brisk hi-hats and punch-beats bring together a break-beat-house vibe. With a swift pace
and a baseline that lags, the track is almost hard to enframe as a style, yet the snap of
sounds and ever-playful tone he uses can and will bring the attention to any crowd.
Sakro injects ‘Brokebeat’ even more energy, bringing in a propulsive and immersive club
rhythm. Almost doubling up in sub-levels with double-punches, if anything this one is felt
more intense than it’s original brother.
With an airy start, 'In My Mind' takes the listener on an atmospheric journey. A perfect
series of flimsy notes and rhythmic tics still makes room for that punching bass Adrian is
known so well for. A narcotic sounding voice preaches mid-way, masterfully building
towards a euphoric setting perfect for any crowd to sway.
Niclas With Attitude (also known as Niclas Kannengiesser and sinnmusik*'s very own
Georgi Barrel) focus the attention of their remix on a more floor-friendly vibe, yet coat the
track with an addictive twist of abstract notes, a popular experimental edge to the modern
underground sound.
‘Read My Lips’ is compact featuring two versions fierce enough for the dance floors. Full of
dubby fractured chords, ripples and wavy sirens the 'Verbal Assassin Mix' is not shy to
unveil the underground crew to be heard.
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Reimagining differently, Toefflinger reworks the track to life enabling
it to draw on an even wider audience. An even more buoyant phonic, the
young artist really draws on the core piano phrasing to bring a soulful
Spring sound perfect for any DJ bag in the coming months.
– ### –
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First Reactions:
Scuba (Superfreq / Riff Raff Limited)
"Nice one tune."
Nachtbraker (Dirt Crew Recordings / Heist Recordings / Apparel Music)
"digging all adrian's originals here. Good dub stuff in here, I like it !!"
Frits Wentink (Heist / Bobby Donny)
"Ow Hell Yeah"
LTJ Bukem (Good Looking Records)
"loving the In My Mind (Niclas with Attitude Remix)"
Jamie George (Rinse / Fat!)
"wicked stuff"
Hector Moralez (Apollonia / Get Physical / I'm House Gangster / Avotre / Robosoul / Roush)
"thanks"
Alessio Collina (Trend Records / Be As One / ViVa Music)
"remixes are dope!"
Zombie Disco Squad (Toy Tonics / Lapsus Music / Hive)
"great spaced out ep!"
Javier Orduña (Rumors / Moda Black / Viva Music / Visionquest)
"Nice release!! ;)"
Sam Vanilla Ace (Toolroom / OFF recordings / LouLou / Erase / Nurvous / Suara)
"Interesting grooves"
Askell Haroarson (Housekell / Áskell / Borg Ltd)
"wow great package! thanks for sending"
Baldo (Neovinyl / Good Ratio Music / Razzmatazz)
"dubbed version and originals are great!! good job Adrian! thanks!"
Igor (Ibiza Sonica / Radio)
"great stuff to be played at Ibiza Sonica."
James Benedict (Savoir Faire Musique / What Happens)
"Amazing release! Could happily play any of these tracks. Brokebeat is my fave overall,
what a groove!"
Dubble D / Moodymanc (2020 Vision / Tsuba / Dessous)
"brokebeat, verbal assasin and toefflinger all sounding nice here thanks"
Francys (OFF / Poker Flat / Souvenir / AEON)
"lovin the 90's oldschool touch in the toefflinger remix"
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Domsamba (Raw Underground Records / Salted Music)
"Great release here guys! Will test some of these out over the Easter weekend for sure!"
Rissa Garcia (Nightchild Records)
"Really dig In My Mind but all tracks are solid thank you"
Goktug Citci (Subsky / Spring Tube)
"brokebeat is great!"
Dub Striker (BORG LTD)
"perfect deep stuff"
Vibe Killers (Killer Vibe Records / sinnmusik* / Audio Whore)
"Cool EP"
Curtis (Criminal Hype)
"YES!!"
Jay Scarlett (Beatdimensions / Sounds Supreme)
"Nice twist!"
DJ Caspa (Percolate Music)
"Some really good strong tracks inside this for me, really diggin this :)"
Sello (Neovinyl Recordings / Compost Black Label / VIBES LTD)
"Read my Lips (dubbed Version) and Brokebeat for me."
Scarlett Nina (Recovery Tech)
"Brokebeat is the one for me here. Nice stuff from Adrian. Cheers!"
Malbetrieb (Paradigm / Klopfgeist)
"Beautiful release!"
Reece Johnson (Roots For Bloom / 124 Recordings)
"verbal assassin mix is nice! will try! thx"
Leandro Silva (Piston Recordings / Midnight Express Records)
"Love this one"
Rick Maia (FACT / Kina Music / Serkal / Inwave Affiliation)
"Many thanks! Good music."
The Checkup
"Nice Toeflinger Remix"
Ben Lewis & Sam Wigg Winfield (Real Nice)
"great stuff"
Peter Clamat (Big Bait Records)
"original mix is nice. support!"
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Holly Lester (Chibuku Shake Shake)
"Great tracks! Thanks :)"
Bara Broest (BBE Records / Popnorama / Hula Hoop)
"Brokebeat is dope - thanks guys!"
Carlo Gambino (Midnight Social Recordings / Hot Waves / 3am / Low Tone)
"Nice varied EP. For me it has to be the (Niclas with Attitude Remix). Perfect warm up
vibes. Support"
Nuno (Something Different Records)
"ACE of an EP!!! Loving them all, hard to pick a favourite but Read My Lips (Original mix)
just pulls ahead..."
Dave Nash (Colour In Music)
"Great EP! Hard to pick a fav, but i think i'll stick with the originals. Thanks."
Lee Fraged (Neovinyl / This Side Music) "Strong deep tracks, make the whole package
tempting..."
Gustavo Rodrigues (Stereo Addiction)
"Great EP, digging In My Mind original mix! Thanks"
Mark Marc (Deephouse Radio / Sounds Collective)
"Excellent vibes here guys In my mind is a stunner of a track Will definitely dropping this on
the sounds and it runs deep."
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